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Abstract 
Kratochvil, J. and S. Poljak, Compatible 2-factors, Discrete Applied Mathematics 36 (1992j 
253-266. 
Given a graph G and, at each vertex o, a set of pairs of edges incident to I, (called allowed transi- 
tions), a 2-factor Fof G is called compatible (with the transition system) if for each vertex u, the 
two edges of F incident to u form an allowed transition. The aim of the paper is to study the com- 
plexity of deciding the existence of compatible 2-factors. We pre$cnt restrictions on the set 01 
graphs representing the set of allowed transitions which define polynomially solvable classes of 
compatible 2-factor problems, and show that any weakening of these conditions leads to an NP- 
complete problem. 
We study the following question. Given a graph G = (I!$) and, for each vertex 
U, a set T(o) of pairs of edges incident to u, does there exist a 2-factor F such that 
efe T(u) for each pair e,fe F incident to u? Such a 2-factor F is called compatibie 
with T= (T(U), v E V) (briefly a compatible 2-factor). We prove that the problem is 
polynomially solvable in two particular cases (considering each T(v) as a graph 
without isolated vertices): (i) T(v) is a complete multipartite graph for each v, and 
(ii) T(v) is a subgraph of the cycle C4 of length four for each v. We also show that 
the compatible 2-factor problem, abbrevrated as CZFproblem, is NP-complete in 
all the remaining cases. In particular, conditions of type (i) and (ii) cannot be mixed. 
We also show that the maximum C2F problem can be polynomially solved in case 
(i) and is NP-complete otherwise. 
* This author acknowledges a partial support from the Office of Naval Research under contract 
N00014-88-K-0456 during the work on the manuscript, when visiting the University of Idaho in spring 
1990. 
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The unconstrained 2-factor problem can be viewed as a C2F problem with T(~J) 
being a complete graph on the set of edges incident to u for tach vertex o. A good 
characterization for the existence of a 2-factor has been given by Tutte [lo]. The 
2-factor problem is polynomially solvable since it can be reduced to the perfect 
matching problem. The importance af the 2-factor problem among the other factor 
problems follows from the fact that 2-factors are often used as a relaxation to the 
travelling salesman problem. From this point of view, 2-factors without short cycles 
are most desirable. Unfortunately, existence of a 2-factor without cycles of length 
s/ is an NP-complete problem for 115. However, there is some evidence that 
the problem might be efficiently solvable for I= 3,4, using the study of critical 
graphs in [5]. Actually, an algorithm for triangle-free 2-factors has been developed 
in [l]. 
The study of compatible 2-factors has originally been motivated by a problem of 
Sabidussi [9] concerning Euler tours. The problems discussed in [3,6] involve, like 
the C2F problem, the concept of compatibility of cycles. The notion of a transition 
system is there defined only for 4-regular graphs with T(o) being isomorphic to C4 
for each u. The famous Petersen theorem saying that every 4-regular graph possesses 
a 2-factor, fits well in this approach. 
The paper is organized as follows: In Section 1 we list some notation used later 
on and we state the main result. In Section 2, tha IIL polynomial cases are proved. In 
Sections 3 and 4 we prove some auxiliary results, and finally in Section 5, the NP- 
completeness part of Theorem 1.1 is proved. The question of finding a maximum 
compatible 2-regular subgraph is dealt with in Section 6. 
1. Notation 
All graphs considered are finite, undirected, without loops or multiple edges. The 
edge set and the vertex set of a given graph G will be denoted by E(G) and I’(G), 
respectively. Edges are considered as two-element subsets of the vertex set. The 
notation (u, o> of an edge is sometimes implified as UD. Given a vertex o E V(G), 
the set of the edges of G incident to u will be denoted by 6&o) (or briefly 6(o)). 
If WC V(G), we denote by G 1 Wthe induced subgraph of G determined by IV, i.e., 
G 1 W= (IK,E(G) Tr ( y’)). We write HI G if there is a WC V(G) such that H is 
isomorphic to G 1 W. 
A transition system on G is a system T= {T(o) / v E V(G)} where each T(o) is a 
graph on the vertex set 6&o), i.e., T(o) = @o(o), E( T(o))). Given a clasc of graphs 
.G/ (closed under isomorphism), we say that a transition system T is of type d if 
T(o)~=d for all UE V(G). A 2-factor FcE(G) is called compatible with T if 
Fn 6(u) &(T(o)) for every v E V(G). (Note that the edges of T(o) express which 
pairs of edges of 6(o) may occur simultaneously in F.) 
Our aim is to study the computational complexity of the following problem 
(which obviously belongs to the class NP): 
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Fig. 1. 
d-compatible 2-factor (shortly &‘-C2F). 
Instance: A graph G and a transition system T on G of type &. 
Question: Does G contain a 2-factor compatible with T? 
Given a graph G, denote by Go the graph obtained from G by deleting its isolated 
vertices. Similarly, given a class of graphs &, put do = {Go 1 G ~&f. The main 
result is then stated as follows. 
Theorem 1.1. The d-C2F problem is polynomially solvable if one of the following 
holds: 
(1) A?” contains only complete multipartite graphs, 
(2) ~“cCC,,P~~K~+K~,P~,K~,K,) (cf. Fig. 1). 
The 4C2F problem is W-complete otherwise. 
2. Polynomial cases 
Denote by L/zjr the class of all complete multipartite graphs and put Y(C,)= 
(CJ,P~,KZ+KZ,PZ,KZ,K~). 
Proposition 2.1. The ~6C2F problem is polynornially solvable if =&%A. 
Proof. Let G = (V, E) be a graph and T= (T(u) 1 o E V) be a system of transitions 
where each T(o) is a complete multipartite graph. We will reduce the C2F problem 
to the matching problem. The construction is based on the classical transformation 
of the b-factor problem [S]. Perform the following construction at each vertex o 
of G. 
(1) Denote by (E,, . . . . Ek) the partition of 6(o) such that ee’E T(o) iff eE Ei and 
e’E Ej for i+j. Split the vertex v into the vertices vl, . . . , vk such that the edges of 
Ei are incident to vi, i= 1, . . . , k. 
(2) Let B(v) be a complete bipartite graph with one color class (v’, v”) and the 
other (q, . . . , uk}. Join each pair Ui, vi, i = 1, . . . , k by an edge. 
Let us denote the resulting graph by & It is straightforward to check that G has 
a perfect matching if and only if G has a 2-factor compatible with T. Cl 
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Proposition 2.2. The d-C2F probletn is polynomial@ solvable if dC Y(C,). 
Proof. We will reduce the &C2F problem with .SCY(C,) to the 2-SAT problem. 
We recall that the 2-SAT problem is to decide whether there is a satisfying truth 
assignment for a formula @ in conjunctive normal form with at most two literals 
per clause, and that the problem is polynomially SC lvable [2]. 
Let us associate a variable x, with each edge e E E. We will construct a formula 
@ in the variables xf, eE E, so that a truth assig:!ment t satisfies @ if and only if 
{e 1 2(x,) = true} is a compatible 2-factor. 
For each vertex v define two formulas +9(v) and w(v) as follows. 
@W = A (1x$ ‘Xf). 
ef e E(TW);e.fE fW:e+f 
Obviously, e(v) guarantees that two edges ctr andfincident to v can simultaneously 
be chosen only if ef is a permitted transition. Hence we must add a formula v(v) 
requiring at least two edges incident with v to be chosen. Since all graphs in d are 
subgraphs of C4, it is sufficient to do so only for T(v)=& because all pairs of 
ef @ T(v) are already prohibited by e(v). Hence, for each v define 
where the edges incident tc v are denoted so that E( T(v))C {ef, fg,gh, he}. In fact, 
the role of this formula is to impose the choice of a pair of edges adjacent in the 
C4. In case some of the logical variables xe, xf, x , x,, are not defined (when the g 
degree of V is smaller than four), we introduce them as dummy variables and set 
them a priori false. 
Clearly, the formula 
has the desired property. i7 
Proof of the polynomial part of Theorem 1.1. Suppose a transition system T of 
type cd on a graph G is given, and do cc/# or Jo c9(C4). If there is an edge 
e = uv E E(G) such that e is an isolated vertex in T(u), then e may never occur in 
a compatible 2-factor, and G contains a compatible 2-factor if and only if G’= 
(V(G), E(G)\ (e]) contains a 2-factor compatible with T’= (T \ { T(u), T(v))) U 
( T’(u), T’(v)), w h ere T’(u) = T(u) 1(6(u)\ {e}) and T’(v) = T(v) 1(6(v)\ (e}). By 
repeated eletion of edges that correspond to isolated vertices in the graphs T(u) 
we eventually obtain a graph G* = ( V(G), E *), E *C E(G), and a transition system T* 
on G* such that G contains a 2-factor compatible with Tiff C* contains a 2-factor 
compatible with T *, and no T*(v) contains isolated vertices. Since the classes &and 
.9(C4) are both closed under taking (possibly empty) induced subgraphs without 
isolated vertices, it follows that T* is of type ,.p3’*, where d-T& or crd*c9(C4). 
The claim is now a direct consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 2.2. 0 
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3. Reduction to a covering class 
Le, d and .% be classes of graphs. We say that -93 covers A/, and write ,d< B, 
if for every G tzd there is an HE ti such that G is an induced subgraph of H. 
Lemma 3.1. Let &< .B and suppose that at least one of the following conditions 
holds. 
(a) &!I contains a graph H with an odd number of vertices which has at least one 
edge; 
(b) $8 contains a graph H with an even numkaer of vertices, which contains four 
vertices x, y, r, s such that xy~ E(H) and rs@ E(H). 
Then ~-C2FuS&C2F. 
Proof. (a) Set card V(H) = 2t + 1 L 3. Given an instance (G, T) of &C2F, construct 
an instance (G’, T’) of B-C2F as follows. For every o E V(G) take an HO E .93 such 
that T(u)5 H, and add k(o) =card H, - card &(o) vertices uI, u2, . . . , okt,,) to G, 
together with the edges uol, . . . . DQ,,) and define T’(o) z HU on B&) so that it coin- 
cides with T(o) on &(o). 
Let Gt, i= 1,2 ,..., k(o) be graphs with vertices c,!, of, . . . , v,?‘+~ such that v/v/+’ E 
E(GI), j= 1, . . . . 2t + 3 (indices being read modulo 2t + 3), deg v{ = 2t + 1, j= 
293 , . . . ,2t + 3 and deg o) = 2t. Identify ui with vf , i = 1, . . . , k(v), and define the 
transition graphs T’(viJ) G H so that { {Vi J-‘, vl), {v/, vii+’ )) E E( T’(o/)) for every i
and j (indices j being read modulo 2t + 3). 
The resulting system T’ is of type &?, and G’ contains a 2-factor compatible with 
T’ if and only if G contains a 2-factor compatible with T (cf. Fig. 2). 
(b) Suppose that (a) does not hold, and let H be as in (b). Set card V(H) = 2t h 4. 
Given an instance (G, T) of &C2F, we may suppose without loss of generality that 
every T(v), DE V(G), contains an edge. Then we construct an instance (G’, T’) of 
B-C2F as follows. 
For every DE V(G), take an H,,E .9? such that T(v)< HU and add k(v) = 
card V(H,)-card &(v) vertices vl, . . . . vktor to G, together with the edges 
vv ,, . . . . vvk(,,r and define T’(v)z H,, on C&(V) so that it coincides with T(V) on 
&(v)* 
Fig. 2. Proof of Lemma 3.1(i). 
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Fig. 3. Proof of Lemma 3.l(ii). 
For every v E V(G), we have k(v)=card &(v) mod 2, since otherwise 
card V(H,)= 1 mod 2 and (a) would hold. 
Since G contains an even number of vertices of odd degree, I,, ,,(o) k(v) is 
even, and we may group the up to now added vertices Vi, i= 1, . . . . k(v), v E L’(G), 
into pairs Wi, Wii, i= I,..., z. Now for w = Wi, k = Wi, let u (respectively V) be a G- 
neighbor of wi (respectively Wi) (i.e., U, v E V(G) and w = Uj, r;i= Vjp for some j, j’). 
First add the edge Wi tii to G’, and then construct 2(t- 1) graphs GA, Gi,, 
j= 1, . . . . t- 1 with vertices wj(k), iitj(k), respectively, k= 1, . . . ,2r+ Y, so that 
wj(k)wj(k+ 1) EE(G,$, k = 1, . . . ,2t+ 2 (indicer k being read moduro 2t+ 2), 
deg wj(l)=2 and deg wj(k)=2t, k=2 , . . . ,2t + 2 and similarly for Gj. Now iden- 
tify wj(1) with w and ~j(l) with w for j= 1,2, .. . , t - 1 and define the transition 
graphs T’(wj(k))s T’(Wj(k))zM so that 
(I) c @, w>, { ii, w>> $E(T’(w)) (i.e., uw and wr;lr IJay the roles of r and s in the 
definition of H), and { { w, it>, ( W, v) $E( T’(W)); 
(2) G!,,, G,‘i. contain 2-factors compatible with T’ (i.e., w’(l)w’(2) and 
w’( l)w’(2t + 2) play the role of x and y in Hr T’(w)); 
(3) GL. 1 (V(GL)\ (wj( I))), G$l (V(G$,)\ ( Wj( 1))) contain compatible 2-factors 
for every j=2,3 ,..., t-l. 
It is now clear that G’contains a 2-factor compatible with T’ if and only if G con- 
tains a 2-factor compatible with T (cf. Fig. 3). El 
In the above proof, we produced direct reductions from AZ-C2F to ZB-C2F. We 
can extend this consideration to indirect argument in the following sense. Suppose 
:H satisfies neither (b) nor (a) (but &<.% holds). It is an easy exercise to show that 
every graph of .% either has no edges, or is complete with an even number of ver- 
tices, or is isomorphic to C4 or to the complement of C4 (the disjoint union of two 
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edges, denoted by Kz + Kz). If .9? > { K2 + Kz, K,,,} for some nr2, then l -C2F is 
NP-complete (this will be shown in Lemma 5.1(i), whose proof is independent of 
the present result). It follows from the very notion of NP-completeness that &C2F 
is reducible to .%C2F, though we do not provide the reduction explicitly. On the 
other hand, if & does not contain complete graphs with more than 2 vertices or if 
it does not contain K2 + Kz, then both B-C2F and d-C2F are polynomially 
solvable by the polynomial part of Theorem 1 .l. We then provide a slightly 
dishonest reduction from 4C2F to .%-C2F. Given an instance of &C2F, we first 
solve this problem in polynomial time and we assign to it a feasible or infeasible in- 
stance of 8%C2F, according to the computed answer. However this involves certain 
technical difficulties. One can check that (under the assumption on 8??) if sl-C2F 
allows a feasible instance, then so does l -C2F, but it may happen that &C2F 
allows an infeasible instance while every instance of 6B-22F is feasible. This occurs 
only if ~8 = ( Kz,,) for some n z 1. Thus we summarize 
Corollary 3.2. Let A% .% and suppose that 38 does not consist of a single complete 
graph with an even number of vertices. Then &C2FW&C2F. In particular, if 
&< ,% and AC2F is NP-complete then so is .%-C2F. 
4. Gadget constructions 
Since we will need to prove several special cases of d-C2F to be NP-complete, 
it will be more convenient to state a more general lemma. We need some definitions. 
Given a graph G, we call a vertex v E V(G) specified if deg, v = 1. An edge is 
called specified if it is incident to a specified vertex. A partial transition system T 
is a transition system that is defined on the nonspecified vertices. A subset F&5(G) 
is a partial 2-factor compatible with T if every nonspecified vertex belongs to exactly 
two edges of F, and F is compatible with Tat all the nonspecified vertices. (Note 
that a specified edge may or may not belong to F.) 
A graph S with exactly two specified edges et, e2 and a partial transition system 
T of type & is called an S-gadget (for 4 if el , e2 are disjoint and S contains partial 
T-compatible 2-factors Fl and F2 such that (e,,e2) c Fi and {el,ez) n F2 =O. (Note 
that any other partial 2-factor F must also satisfy one of these properties.) 
A graph B with exactly six specified edges el, e2, . . . , e6 and a partial transition 
system T of type c4 is called a B-gadget (for & if 
(1) el and e2 (respectively e3, es; respectively e5, es) are disjoint; 
(2) B contains partial T-compatible 2-factors F, , F2 such that Fl n {e,, e2, .. . , e6) = 
{e19e29e39e4,e5,e6> and F2(I (el,e2, l **,ed =fl; 
(3) for every partial T-compatible 2-factor F such that rn {el,e2 > is even, 
Fn {el, . . . . es} equals either (el, eZ,e3,e4,t?+&} or 0. 
In the sequel, indices of specified edges of a graph with k specified edges will be read 
module k. 
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A graph C with exactly six specified edges el, . ..& and a partial transition 
system T of type & is called a 23-gadget (for JQ) if 
(1) C contains partial T-compatible 2-factors 4, i= 1,2,3 such that 4 n 
14 1, l *.&> =(ezi_l,e2i,ezi+l,ezi+z}, i= lY2,3; 
(2) for every partial T-compatible 2-factor Fsuch that Fn (ezi- t,ezi) is even for 
every i= 1,2,3, Fn (e,,q,...,e6) =(ezi-*,e2i,&Zi+l,ezi+2) for some i. 
A graph C with exactly six specified edges e,, . . . , e6 and a partial transition 
system T of type d is called an NAE-gadget (for &‘) if 
(1) C contains partial T-compatible 2-factors 4, t;;:‘, i= 1,2,3 such that 
en (e,, . . . . e6> ={~~i-l&)9 
F;.‘n (e,, . . . , e6> =(e~i-lrezi,ezi+l,ezi+*), i= c&3; 
(2) for every partial T-compatible 2-factor F such that F(I {ezi_ ,, ezi} is even for 
i= 1,2,3, we have FfI {e,, ...,e6] #0 and Fd(el, ...,e6]. 
A graph C with exactly 2n specified edges e,, . . . ,e2,1, nz 3, and a partial transi- 
tion system T of type .d is called a In-gadget (for c~ if 
(1) C contains partial T-compatible 2-factors F;:, i=l,2,...,n such that En 
Ie ,, l .=,ez,,> = (4i-*,e2i}, i= 1, . . . . n; 
(2) for every partial T-compatible 2-factor F such that Ffl {ezi_ ,, ezi} is even for 
i=l,2 . . . . . n, Fn(e, ,..., e2,, } = (e2i _1, ezi ) for some i. 
A graph C with exactly eight specified edges e,, . . . ,Q and a partial transition 
system T of type ,d is called an S4-gadget (for &‘) if 
(1) C contains partial T-compatible 2-factors F;:, i = 1,2,3 such that F;:n 
fe1 ,o*.,e8)=(e2i_l,e2i}, id92 and Fjn(e,,...,e,)=(e5,e6,e,,ee); 
(2) for every partial T-compatible 2-factor F such that Ffl (ezi__ ,,ezi) is even for 
i= 1,2,3,4, Fn (e, ,..., es) equals either {er,ez> or {e&r} Or (e5&,e7&$}. 
We will use reductions from the following problems: 
2 in 3-SAT. 
Instance: A formula @ in a conjunctive normal form containing exactly three 
variabies in every clause. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment to the variables uch that each clause is met 
by exactly two “true” literals? 
Not all equal 3-SAT. 
Instance: As above. 
Question: Is there a truth assignment to the variables uch that no clause contains 
only “true” or only “false” literal9 
1 in n-SAT. 
Instance: A formula @ in a conjunctive normal form containing exactly n 
variables in every clause. 
Q?restion: Is there a truth assignment to the variables uch that every clause is met 
by exactly one “true” literal? 
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Spec 4-SAT. 
Instance: A formula @ in a conjunctive normal form containing four variables 
per clause, the occurrences of the variables in a clause c being labelled 
x1 (c)9 l l l 9 XJW 
Question: Is there a truth assignment to the variables uch that in each clause c, 
either x1(c) and only x1 (c) receives the value TRUE, or x*(c) and only x2(c) receives 
the value TRUE, or x3(c) and x4(c) and only these receive the value TRUE? 
The problems 1 in 3-SAT and Not all equal 3-SAT are well known to be NP- 
complete [4]. The NP-completeness of 2 in 3-SAT and Spec 4-SAT is an easy conse- 
quence, and for n 14, the NP-completeness of 1 in n-SAT also follows [4,7]. 
Moreover, all these problems remain NP-complete when restricted to instances 
without negated variables [4]. Only such formulas will be considered in the sequel. 
Lemma 4.1. Suppose d is such that S- and B-gadgets exist, and either a 23- or 
NAE- or S4- or In-gadget uor some n ~3) exists. Then &-C2F is an NP-complete 
problem. 
Proof. Suppose that S-, B- and In-gadgets exist. Given a formula @ as an instance 
of the 1 in n-SAT problem, we construct a graph G@ and a transition system T* on 
G# of type & as follows: 
For a variable x, let cl(x), . . . , Q(X) be the clauses which contain x (note that k 
may depend on x). 
We construct a graph GX with 2k specified edges e,(i) = e&(x)), f,(i) =fx(c(x)), 
i= 1,2, . . . . k, and a partial transition system T, of type & on GX as follows. Take 
a rooted binary tree W with a root of degree 1 and k leaves (every other vertex has 
degree 3). Replace the root by a copy of the S-gadget and each inner vertex by a 
copy of the B-gadget, and identify the pairs of specified edges between the gadgets 
along the edges of W. For every B-gadget directly preceding a leaf of W (say the 
ith leaf), the two specified edges of GX pointing towards this leaf will be referred 
to as e,(i) and f,(i). The transition system TX is then the union of the transition 
systems of the gadgets. 
It follows easily from the construction of GX and from the properties of gadgets, 
that the following holds: 
(1) for every i= 1,2 ,..., k, e,(i)(If,(i)=O; 
(2) GX contains partial TX-compatible 2-factors F, and F, such that 
(i) F,n{e,.(i),f;.(i)li=1,2 ,..., k}={e,(i),f,(i)li=i,2,...,k}, 
(ii) Fz (I (e,.(i), S,(i) 1 i = 1,2, . . . , k} = 0; 
(3) every partial T,-compatible 2-factor satisfies either (i) or (ii). 
For a clause c, let xl (c),x2(c), . .. , x,,(c) be the variables occurring in c. Let G, with 
a partial transition system TC be a copy of the In-gadget, with edges el, l . . , ez,, being 
denoted by eC(xl(c)), f (x,(c& eC(x2(c)), . . .&(x,,(c)). We construct he graph G@ by 
taking the graphs GX and 6, for all variables x and clauses c and by identifying the 
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S-gadgets B-gadgets 
? 
(il(ii).(ivl. 
e1 
M,(viiil(ix) 
T(v)= I: f 
( ii i ).bi),ix) 
T(v)=U 
(vii) 
*IT(v)= bf 
=.J 
. . 
(a) 
NAE-gad et*) 
(i)n=2 T(v =K4 B 
C -gadgets 
9 ? 
a-et \, e2 YY 
‘*& 
d : 
In-gadget’) 
(ib2 TM=K2, 
&; 3 
13-gadget 
(iv) TM=1 11 
e6 
8 
13gadget 
Ivhi 1 T(v)=E 
S4-gadget 
(viii) T(v)=0 
S4-gadget 
(ix1 T(v)=1 > 
(b) “) Nonedges of T(v) are depicted. 
Fig. 4. 
el 
e6 ,I 
1 db b 
23-gadget ‘1 
(iil(iii) T(v )=K3 
13-gadget ‘) 
(vii! Tiv)= bf 
s4-gadget 
(x1 T(v)=Q 
pairs of edges e_,(c), e,(x) and f,(c), f,(x), whenever x occurs in c. The transition 
system T” on GQ is just the union of the systems TX and T,. 
It is now clear from the construction and the definition of gadgets that @ is 1 in 
n-satisfiable if and only if GQ contains a &,-compatible 2-factor. Thus 1 in 
n-SAT=&C2F. 
Similarly, if a 23- (respectively NAE-, respectively S4-) gadget exists, then 2 in 
3-SATa&C2F (respectively Not all Equal 3-SATa&C2F, respectively Spec 
4-SATa,&C2F). I7 
5. NP-complete cases 
Lemma 5.1. The problem d-C2F is NP-complete in the following cmes: 
(i) =d = I&,,, Kz + Kz i , n ~2; 
(ii) cd= (KJ, K + Kz); 
(iii) d/= {K3, P,}; 
(iv) d=(K2+Kz+Kz); 
04 d= (K,,J,K+K,); 
64 J= (Kl,~, PJ}; 
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(vii) =r4= {Kc); 
(viii) d= {Pa}; 
(ix) d= {Kz+ Pz}; 
(x) d= cc,). 
(The graphs which are dealt with in the lemma are depicted in Fig. 5. Note that 
the notation is standard for cycles, paths, complete graphs and disjoint union of 
graphs, the one exceptional graph is called Kl.) 
Proof. The gadgets are drawn in Fig. 4. Edges of the transition graphs T(o) (i.e., 
pairs of edges which are allowed to appear simultaneously in a 2-factor) are 
represented by full arcs, nonedges are omitted; sometimes nonedges are represented 
by dashed arcs and edges are omitted. The (iv), (viii), (ix) and (x) are actually proved 
for ~=(&+Kz,K2+Kz+Kz), {&+Kz,P’), {&+K&+Pz) and (PA), 
respectively, and (iv), (viii), (ix) and (x) follow from Lemma 3.1. Cl 
Proof of the NP-complete part of Theorem 1.1. Suppose at first that no graph of 
& contains isolated vertices, i.e., do =&. Let d&M and &Z9’(C,). In par- 
ticular, there exist graphs G and H in d such that G&M and H$ Y(C,). Then 
K, + K2 is an induced subgraph of G, and since G has no isolated vertices, we have 
three alternatives: 
(a) K2+KzsG, 
(W P+G, 
(c) K,+rG. 
Similarly, we have the following six alternatives for H$Z@C4): 
(I) K+H, 
(11) Kl,j=H, 
e K2 + K,+ K2 K2+K2 K2+P, K1.3 
cs P-3 K3 G 
Fig. 5. 
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By Lemmas 3.1 and 5.1, the problem &C2F remains NP-complete in all of the 
resulting 18 cases ((vii) --* (c)(I-VI), (iii) --) (b)(I), (vi) =+ (b)(II), (ii) --) (a)(I), 
(v) --) (a)(II), (iv) --) (a-b)(III), (ix) + (a-b)(W), (viii) --) (a-b)(V), (x) --) (a-b)(VI)). 
Then for instance (iii) + (b)(I) sums up the following argument: in the case where 
(b) holds for G and (I) holds for H, the set d covers (Kj, P3 } , the set of two 
graphs which was proved to yield an NP-complet * problem in Lemma S.l(iii). 
Hence d-C2F is NP-complete by Corollary 3.2. 
In general, if clr3” #4 and do QcA/, do c9(C4), we have just proved do-C2F to 
be NP-complete. But Jo is covered by &, and hence J-C2F is NP-complete by Cor- 
ollary 3.2. 0 
6. Maximum compatible 29regular subgraph 
In this section we consider the following problem 
Max-d-CZF. 
Ins&we: A graph G and a transition system Ton G of type c~, a positive integer 
K. 
Question: Does G contain a T-compatible 2-regular subgraph of size (= the 
number of vertices) at least K? 
As expected, this problem is slightly more difficult than the &compatible 
2-factor problem. More precisely, we have 
Theorem 6.1. The Max-d-C2F problem is polynomially solvable if 
(1) do contains ody complete multipartite graphs. 
Otherwise, the Max-d-C2F problem is NP-complete. 
Proof. (1) Given an instance of Max-&-C2F where do Cd we first get rid of the 
edges which ;.lay never appear in a compatible 2-regular subgraph as we did in the 
proof of the polynomial part of Theorem 1.2. Thus we may suppose that d0 =&, 
i.e., the graphs from & have no isolated vertices. Then we reduce the Max-d-C2F 
problem to the minimum cost perfect matching. 
Let G be the graph constr ucted in the proof of Proposition 2.1. Add the edge v’v” 
to G for each v E V, and define weight (v’v”) = 1, for each v E V and weight (e) = 0 
for all remaining edges of G. It is straightforward to see that the maximum size of 
a compatible 2-regular subgraph equals card V minus the minimum cost of a perfect 
matching in G. 
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Fig. 6. Proof of Theorem 6.1(2). 
(2) Let 44’ QAV. Since &-C2FaMax-&-C2F, it suffices to consider only the case 
do C 9(C’& It follows that either K2 + K2 tsdO or P3 E&O. Suppose K2 e K2 c&O. 
Since an analog of Lemma 3.1 on covering classes holds true for Max-&C2F as 
well, we may assume Kz + Kz mJ. (Note that the only graph which contains K2 + K2 
as an induced subgraph and does not satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 3.1 is 
K,+Kz itself. Thus if K2+K+_do, do<&, then either Kz+KZe&and we prove 
the NP-completeness of Max-&C? directly, or the analog of Lemma 3. I does apply.) 
Given a 3-regular graph G = (I/, E), we put H= L(G) = (E, { ef 1 e, f E E, e #.f, 
e nf# 0}), and we construct a transition system of type { K2 + K2) on H as follows: 
Given an edge e = uu E E, we denote by er , e2 (respectively e3, e4) the remaining two 
edges incident to u (respectively o), and put T(e) = ({ eei, ee2, ee3, ee& ( (eel, ee2 >, 
lee,, eed> )), cf. Fig. 6. 
Straightforwardly, the maximum size of a compatible 2-regular subgraph of H 
equals three times the maximum size of an independent set in 6. Thus Independent 
set in 3-regular graphs=Max-(K2 + K2 )-C2F. 
For the case of P3 E&O, the argument is similar. Since P3 satisfies the assump- 
tions of Lemma 3.1, an analog of this lemma applies immediately. However, we 
have to be more careful with the construction of the transition system Ton H, to 
ensure that every 2-regular subgraph of H compatible with ;6 consists of triangles 
corresponding to independent vertices of G. Having the graph H and the transition 
system T as above, we first orient each triangle (el,e2,eJ } of H (such that el, et, 
e3 are the three edges incident to a vertex of G) cyclicly, and then for every vertex 
eE V(H), we add the pair of the two outgoing edges to T(e). Cl 
Remark. Note that the Max-(K2 + K2}-C2F and Max-(P3 )-C2F problems remain 
NP-complete when restricted to planar graphs, since the above construction 
preserves planarity and the Independent set problem is known to remain NP- 
complete when restricted to planar 3-regular graphs [4]. In fact also some of the 
gadgets in the proof of Lemma 5.1 may be constructed planar, yielding for instance 
that the (K2 + K,, K3 }-C2F problem remains NP-complete when restricted to 
planar instances (here the NP-completeness of 1 in 3-SAT restricted to planar for- 
mulae is needed, cf. [7]). 
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